
Second BASIC B.SC. NURSING Exam, Winter 2014

Sociology

Total Durataion: Section A+B = 3 Hours

Section-A&Section-B

lnstructions:

1) Use bluelblack ballpoint pen only.

2) Do not write anything'on the btank portion of the question paper.

of act will be considered as an attempt to resort to unfair means.

3) All questions are compulsory.

4) The number to the right indicates full marks.

5) Draw diagrams wherever necessary.

6) Distribution of syllabus in Question Paper is only meant to cover entire syllabus within

the stipulated frame. The Question paper pattern is a mere guideline. Questions can be

asked from any paper's syllabus into any question paper. Students cannot claim that the

Question is out of syllabus. As it is only for the placement sake, the distribution has been done.

7) Use a common answer book for all section.

Section "A'(40 Marks)

Short answer question (any five out of six) :

a) Features of urban community.

b) Rights of women.

c) Health effects of unemployment.

d) Difference between primary and secondary group. p

e) Role of nurse as a change agent.

0 Difference between class and caste.

Long answer question (any one out of two) :

,) ,l:1,:: :_l:'r:nr,discuss 
the importance of sociology in nursing profession and exptain how sociat

' factors influence the health and illness. 
t

0,, 
Define marriage,discuss the rnarriage act in India hnd what is importance of marriage in todays-' society.

1.

lf written anytning,

(5x5=25)

(1x15=15j
*2.

.)
Section *8" (35 Marks)

Short answer question (any four out of five) :

a) Poverty.

b) Cultural leg .

c) Explain the nature of social process,are they culturally acquired.

d) Prostitution.

e) Assimilation.

L,
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(4x5=20)



i".

Long anSvrrer question.(any oneout:,of twO) : (1x15=15)

a) What is Beggary, explar,n types of beggary and discuss health problems associated with beggary.

, .. Dqfine social control ;qxplain the various agencies of social control ,distinguish befriveeh social
b)-' control and socialdeviance.

i.


